RAJU : Hello! Can I play with you?
ALL : How nice!

RAJU : Thank you. (To parrot) Wow! your
dress is so nice!
It is a lovely colour!
PARROT: Oh, my dress! It is green, it is bright.

CROW: My dress is black. It is not bright. It is as black as night.
STORK: My dress is white.

PEACOCK: My dress is green and blue.
I dance for children like you.

TO THE TEACHER
Make the children say the dialogues taking on the roles of Raju and the birds.
Do you love colours?
Yes, I do.
Red and orange,
Green and blue!

I love colours,
Dark and bright,
Yellow, purple,
Black and white!
Do you love colours?
Yes, I do.
Let’s Try This

1. Colour this picture.

To the Teacher
Help the children fill in suitable colours in the picture. Ask them to name the colours.
2. Trace these letters.

A  A  A  A  A  A  A  A  A
K  K  K  K  K  K  K  K  K
V  V  V  V  V  V  V  V  V
M  M  M  M  M  M  M  M  M
N  N  N  N  N  N  N  N  N

TO THE TEACHER
Help the children trace the letters.
3. Can you name a few of the things that you see in this picture?

TO THE TEACHER
Help the children name the objects in the picture.